The “Three Dragons” Dream
I have a very special program tonight and that is a decode of Dana
Coverstone's latest dream called the “Three Dragons” Dream and I wish
Cherie Goff would get it right one of these times and then I wouldn't have
to do a video. And so I was watching her decode, and Dana as usual
spent about eight or nine minutes describing the dream, and then Cherie
tried to explain it in about 35 or 40 minutes and I said, well I’ll listen to it.
And she got the very first dragon wrong and I said I’m not even going to
watch it, but I did eventually watch the rest of it while I was doing
something else. But of course you know if she got it right then I would be
out of a job so, on this program we're going to get it right.
First I thought I would give you my address and show you my books
before we start the program and then we'll do the decode. So here's my
address for those of you who may be new to the program William Tapley
Post Office Box 291 Osage, Iowa, 50461. So if you want to write to me,
that's my address and if you would like to order my books use the same
address, and I have four volumes in
“The Holy Spirit Guide to End Times
Prophecy”. This is volume 3, I believe,
“Mary Will Crush the Head of the
Serpent”, though all four volumes are
called “The Holy Spirit Guide to End
Times Prophecy” and if you go to my
website thirdeaglemedia.com, click on the newsletter tab and under the
newsletter tab there is a July newsletter and the second page of the July
newsletter is an order form.
If you want to order the books right away you can go to the donate
button and there is a Paypal on there, and if you want to read the books
ahead of time, all of the writing, all of the illustrations, all the charts are
on my website printed in their entirety. And there's an important chart for
example that shows you what Daniel 9:26 and 9:27 are all about.
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There are still people on YouTube telling you that the Antichrist signs a
peace treaty with Israel which is phony baloney, but they've been
preaching that for 30 or 40 years now, but anyway if you want to know
the truth, you can order these books and they're printed under the
Transcript tab on my website.
Okay now that housekeeping is out of the way, we can concentrate on
Dana Coverstone’s dream, and it is kind of an interesting dream. It’s
about three dragons and the dragons are red, white and blue. Well
Cherie didn't get that right away. That means that this dream was for
America which is not surprising. All of Dana Coverstone's dreams are for
America, but very often it's for the whole world and in this case it's for the
whole world, besides specifically for America.
And then the very first dragon was the red dragon and she said that was
not Satan, and of course it's Satan. She said it's a principality. I don't
know where she came up with that term. This dream is also however
very important, not just for America but for the Catholic Church. It's a
warning to the Catholic Church. It's amazing that God is giving warnings
to the Catholic Church through an evangelical pastor.
In fact quite a few of his recent dreams have
involved the Catholic Church and Mary, and he
doesn't recognize it of course but that's why I’m a
co-prophet. I mean Daniel didn't understand any of
his dreams, so there's no shame on Dana's part I
mean he has a wonderful gift. For over a year and a
half now I think, almost two years the Holy Spirit
has been giving End Times prophecies through
Dana Coverstone.
So the red, white and blue dragons indicate America, but it also helps us
to identify who the dragons are. As I say, Cherie Goff got it wrong, but
we'll get it right. And the three dragons also indicate the unholy trinity of
the End Times and that would be Satan, the Antichrist and the False
Prophet.
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As we go through this, I think you'll see, and it's not obvious I mean if it
were obvious, Cherie Goff and everybody else would understand it, but
it's not obvious. That's why Jesus spoke in parables. He said not
everybody's meant to understand it. Not everybody's going to
understand Dana Coverstone's dream, and we have to remember as we
go through this dream that dragons represent both kings and kingdoms.
And we know that from Daniel's prophecy in his chapter number 7,
because he sees the beasts, the lioness, the bear and the leopard. They
come up out of the sea. That's where Daniel sees them come. The angel
says they come up out of the earth, and there's no discrepancy there
because they are both kings and kingdoms, and we'll see that that's the
same in Dana Coverstone's dream also.
So let's start. Slide number one the “Three Dragons” Dream.
“The dream started with very clear and snow-covered mountains in
a vast background. It reminded me of scenes you'd see from the
Himalayas or Mount Everest and places like that. I could see a large
object flying in the sky near the mountains that appeared to be red
and I could see it had wings. As it got closer I realized it was a very
large red dragon and it was flying low over the land.”
So I think this first dragon is pretty
easy to identify. I mean even though
Cherie Goff got it wrong, this is Satan,
because a large red dragon is found
in the Book of Revelation and it's
Satan. Let me give you that quote.
This is from Revelation chapter 12
verse number 9. “And that great dragon was cast out, that old
serpent, who is called the devil and Satan, who seduces the whole
world; and he was cast unto the earth, and his angels were thrown
down with them.”
So we've got the description in the Book of Revelation almost identical to
Dana's description of the red dragon in his dream. Here's what Cherie
Goff said. Cherie said that all three dragons were principalities. I don't
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know what she means by that, but she was very quick to tell us that.
She would let us know what principalities are if you go to her channel. In
fact three or four times she promoted her channel. I don't know why
Dana Coverstone puts up with her. She hogs the program. She spends
three times as much time interpreting, giving a false interpretation plus
promoting her channel. Anyway she said she would explain
principalities. I don't know if that's a newer video she's going to do, or if
it's on her channel.
Anyway, I suppose you could say they are principalities but they
represent specific principalities. Who are they? Who do they represent?
And these snow-covered mountains; now I think Cherie might be right on
there. She said it represents the mountain of God, and that's possible,
but the snow-covered mountain, and it's like a vast expanse, I think it
indicates the entire planet. So this prophecy is a warning to America, but
also to the entire world.
Now the snow, even though that's a typical landscape of the Himalayas
or Mount Everest I think he mentioned, in this case I think it's a time
stamp. In other words I think Dana's dream, and we'll get into this story,
that it's a warning to the Catholic Church; I believe that this dream will be
fulfilled this winter. I think that's what the snow indicates. Okay now let's
look at the next slide, part number two of Dana Coverstone's “Three
Dragons” Dream.
“And there were groups of people working that land underneath
and that dragon seemed to be threatening to blow fire at them. And
when he would fly over they would just kind
of look down, look up and get back to work
and stay busy. These people would get on
their knees and they would beg that the
dragon would not kill them with fire. So they
were aware that this dragon was some type
of leader over them or had power over
them.”
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And that's not surprising, I think the Bible says that Satan is the lord of
this world (2 Cor: 4:4) and we see that all around us. You don't have to go
far to see that people worship Satan. So Dana Coverstone's prophecy is
right on track as far as I can see. Okay let's look at the next slide.
“The dragon looked like it was very, very old yet was respected by
the people and it seemed to have power over them. It moved with
this elegance and grace and speed; and there was an arrogance. It
had this arrogant, almost like a sneer on his face as it flew over.
The red dragon flew over the very large territory below but the
landscape was heavily controlled by people that were down there
and you could see they were serving the red dragon. They had a
crest on their clothing with a red dragon on their vests.”
So, here we see in Dana's dream, this red dragon
is described as very old. Isn’t the nickname for
him, old red legs? And so I don't see how you can
say this first red dragon is anyone but Satan. And
it's not surprising that in his dream Dana sees that
the people or the followers of Satan wear his
mark. I’m not sure that's the Mark of the Beast or
not, but we know that just as Jesus anoints us with
the sign of the cross on our forehead, the followers
of Satan will be marked, in this case on their vests,
according to a Dana's dream. Let's look at the next
slide.
“They pushed the other people around and were beating them into
compliance. But those people, everybody, even the people
watching and maintaining the people, they kept lifting their eyes to
the dragon to confirm he was watching them lead under his
authority. In other words, the people on the ground wanted that red
dragon to know that they were doing what he wanted them to do.”
And we see that all the time. One of the ways that you know that people
are honoring Satan is they use the number 6 6 6. They use that to get
his approbation, to get his approval and his support.
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And I showed you that on this program
for example, the barcodes that you see
in grocery stores; the starter numbers
they call them are 6 6 6. You don't see
those numbers. They are hidden under
the two thin lines. Those two thin lines
represent the number six, and the first
middle and last line; the double lines
represent 6 6 6.
And you see it for example on Super Bowl halftime shows. They give
homage to Satan all the time, so Dana's dream I think is pretty accurate
as far as a description of Satan and his followers on this earth. Let's get
to the other next dragons. What is the next dragon? My next slide:
“I looked back towards the mountains and I saw what I believe to
be a large blue object circling at a little lower altitude initially than
the red dragon. As it got closer I could tell it was a blue dragon that
appeared to be flying under the influence of something. It looked
like he was drunk and he wasn't flying with the grace and speed
and accuracy of the red dragon but he was just kind of swerving;
almost hit the ground at least twice as it flew.”
Well you know when I first watched his video describing this. This
reminded me of Joe Biden right away, stumbling around. When I got to
thinking about it, that's not too bad an interpretation. Biden is one of the
sons of Haman. In other words he's one of the kings of the Antichrist, so
he would be a good precursor of the Antichrist. And the blue color, the
blue dragon, that's the color for the Democrat party, and I don't think it's
too much of a stretch to say that this blue dragon represents both the
king and the kingdom that is both the Antichrist and the kingdom of the
Antichrist, which is the One World Communist tyranny.
And right now the Democratic party is promoting the Communist agenda
in the United States. I think people are beginning to realize it, and this
use of the color blue to represent Communism, although it's not the
traditional color to represent Communism, since the color red was
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already used up, so to speak, with a red dragon we find that blue color
also in Dana Coverstone’s blue wave dream. Remember that one?
Where he said that the blue wave is going to inundate America and we
will be up to our knees in the blue wave? A lot of people said, oh that
must be Mary. I said, no that's Communism, and my interpretation has
come true.
This was before the blue wave and I said that the blue wave represents
the Democrat party bringing in Communism. I said that, and that was my
interpretation and that has come true. Now let me see, my next slide:
“It” and that is the blue dragon, “was yelling at people in a very, very
deep voice almost on purpose forcefully making his voice low,
informing the people that they would get nothing and like it. So the
leaders that these blue dragons had were telling the people you'll
get nothing and like it. These people also had a sickle on their vest,
like the crest from the red dragon, and they began pushing these
people into factories and warehouses with poles and rifles. And the
blue dragon landed and he sat on the ground and he dozed off
almost like into a drunken stupor. He would doze off and on, would
wake up demanding that people listen or he would burn them with
his breath. He was very arrogant as well.”
So I’m telling you this blue
dragon represents the
Antichrist. This will be like
the reign of the Antichrist,
and notice that the followers
of the Antichrist have a sickle
on their vests. I’m surprised
Cherie Goff didn't understand
that. She said that the sickle
represented the Grim
Reaper. I don't believe it. I believe this indicates Communism. That's
what the Antichrist, the kingdom of the Antichrist, the One World
Government will be, a Communist tyranny.
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And this One World Communist tyranny is described in the Book of
Revelation as the Scarlet Beast, but in that case the word “scarlet” has
another purpose and other meaning. It's actually to show that the False
Prophet will be a cardinal in the Catholic Church if you understand
extrapolation.
And not all the descriptions in this dream of Dana Coverstone match the
Book of Revelation. For example the Antichrist in the Book of Revelation
is described as a “beast from the sea” and here we see the blue dragon
is flying through the air just like the red dragon. So if the descriptions as I
said were all identical then it would be easy to identify all of these. You
have to look a little deeper and Cherie Goff might have gotten it right if
all the descriptions were identical. Okay let's look at the next slide I’ve
got here.
“The next thing I heard was what sounded like thunder and
explosions and I looked to the skies to see a very large white object
racing towards me. As it closed in I could see it was a very young
energetic white dragon, almost being playful like a puppy moving
all over the place. It was moving with great skill and with great
speed and accuracy unlike either of the other two dragons. It
swooped down over many places leaving something in the hands
of the people it approached. It was flying over the people that the
red and blue dragons were over. These people had no fear and they
ran towards the dragon each time it appeared.”
Okay, now who is this white dragon?
Well, by the process of elimination, if the
three dragons represent the unholy
trinity of the End Times, we've already
seen Satan, we've already seen the
Antichrist; this white dragon must
represent the False Prophet and his
kingdom which would be the Roman
Catholic Church. And one indication is
that the Pope always wears white. So
although the colors don't match the Book
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of Revelation, they do make sense.
And so this young dragon shows both a young church, that's the
kingdom of the False Prophet, and a young False Prophet; a young
Cardinal Bergoglio and I’m sure that Jorge Bergoglio when he was a
young seminarian, he was religious, pious and idealistic. I don't have any
doubt about that, and of course we know the Catholic Church brought
Christianity; brought Christ to the world. So the church was young and
vibrant at one time, but we know from Mary's prophecy at La Salette that
Rome will lose the faith, and become the seat of the Antichrist, and I
think that's what Dana's dream is verifying here.
And this part of the dream of the white dragon and what happens to it, is
actually the most important part of this prophecy. And I believe that what
we are going to see what happens to this white dragon is going to
happen to the Catholic Church this winter. That's my addition; my
prediction. Okay let's look at the next slide I’ve got here.
“They looked up and pointed. There were other people who were
waving their arms and trying to get the dragon's attention and
when he saw them he would swoop down, drop things to the
people, and then the people would clap their hands and dance and
cry because they were very excited, very happy. The white dragon
did this constantly for a while and then he slowly and methodically
sat down and began to sleep on top of these snow-covered
mountains.”

Pope Benedict

So I think this is accurate. Both the church and
Bergoglio were very welcomed by people at first. Of
course the welcoming of the church was thousands
of years ago, and Bergoglio was welcomed just a few
years ago, and to tell the truth I actually supported
Bergoglio at first, when he first became pope. I had
predicted when I first came on YouTube 13 years
ago, that the pope after Pope Benedict would be the
False Prophet. Well it turned out that was true, but
when Pope Francis first came on the scene I
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supported him. You can look at my videos, you'll see that I said, “Gee he
doesn't seem like that bad a guy”. Well I soon learned different.
But the point is that I think Dana Coverstone's prophecy is correct and
this prophecy of Dana’s is a verification of Mary's prophecy at La Salette
that Rome will lose the faith, and become the seat of the Antichrist, and
that prophecy by the way is approved by the Catholic Church. Okay let's
look at the next slide I’ve got here of Dana's dream.
“And as he slept the red
dragon flew high over the
white dragon. And then the red
dragon attempted to get closer.
The white dragon would rise
up and would fly towards the
red one and the red one would
flee. The white dragon would
fly back and began resting
again on the mountain top and
it settled in when the blue dragon attempted by the same approach
flying closer to it. The white dragon had popped one eye open
when the blue dragon began circling, he immediately chased the
blue dragon away.”
Well I think this has been the history of the Catholic Church. There's no
doubt that Satan and the forces of the Antichrist are enemies of the
white dragon. They've always been enemies of the Catholic Church and
we know this. Even Saint Paul said that at his time the forces of the
Antichrist were already opposing the young Christians. So this is another
image that could be in the Bible; Dana Coverstone's dream.
I mean I don't think Cherie Goff got the picture. I shouldn't probably pick
on her you know. He thinks she's right on, but it's not surprising that
Dana doesn't understand his own dreams, and prophets aren't supposed
to; really they're not supposed to understand apocalyptic prophecy and
that's what this is, this is an apocalyptic dream that Dana Coverstone
had.
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The Bible says in the End Times, “Your young men shall have visions
and your old men shall dream dreams”. I mean that's Bible prophecy.
We shouldn't be surprised that it's coming true. I think it's surprising that
an evangelical has a prophecy about the Catholic Church, but I think
Dana will convert. Anyway let's look at the next slide I’ve got here.
“The white dragon dropped items off for the people who were
asking for them, but then he slowed down and as he did this, the
white scales began to turn yellow and I saw wrinkles on his face. It
was almost as if I was watching this white dragon age right as I was
watching it. Some of his talons were broken and unsharp and there
were a few patches of wings and scales that appeared scarred and
just damaged obviously from battles and from war.”
It's interesting that this
destruction of the Catholic
Church which Dana
Coverstone was about to
show, is prophesied by the
Catholic Church itself in the
catechism. The catechism of
the Catholic Church says that
the church will follow her Lord
in his death and resurrection.
I never thought I would see it
in my lifetime, but that
prophecy is coming true.
Jesus prophesied the same thing in the Bible when he said, “Destroy
this temple and in three days I will raise it up again”. Now everybody
knows He's talking about his body at that time. In other words his
enemies destroyed his body, crucified him and he raised it up again in
three days. But that's also an End Times prophecy and it's apocalyptic
prophecy, I mentioned before in this program.
You can tell it's apocalyptic. One of its signs is of the numerology. I call it
the shortest apocalyptic prophecy in the Bible. Not only does He mention
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the number 3, but he divides the prophecy up into three parts; destroy
this temple, and in three days, I will raise it up again. That's one of the
signs of apocalyptic prophecy. Okay let's look at Dana's next part of his
dream.
“The white dragon looked exhausted and began to ignore the calls
of the people requesting his help. He just climbed, he didn't fly, he
climbed slowly up the mountain appearing to age even more
quickly as he was doing this. So he was aging before and now he's
aging even faster. So instead of flying, he walks up there, he lays
down on the top of it and he went to sleep. The red dragon soon
began flying high above the sleeping one, flying down close to
provoke but not getting any movement from the white dragon.”
So, the white dragon climbing up the mountain instead of flying tells us
that the church has lost its spirituality, lost its faith and it is now in
conjunction with the world, as I’ve been saying on this program quite a
while now. Any church that closes doors during a pandemic has lost the
faith, and that's what we see in Dana Coverstone's dream of “The Three
Dragons”, as typical of apocalyptic prophecy.
Apocalyptic prophecy has more than one meaning and we've already
seen that these dragons indicate both the king and the kingdom just like
the beasts of Daniel. And as I was studying Dana's dream, I began to
think that this reminded me a lot of the prophecy of the bishop dressed
in white in Fatima.

Lucia, Francisco and Jacinta

Remember the three seers, little
Jacinta, Francisco and Lucy?
They see a bishop dressed in
white. That's what they called him,
“a bishop dressed in white”,
climbing a mountain at the top of
which he is martyred, and they
commented. They said, “We
thought he was the pope.”
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So now I have always predicted that the bishop dressed in
white was Pope Benedict, because he's a true pope as the
seer said that we thought he was the pope. But this is
interesting; are you aware of this that Pope Francis says
that he is the bishop dressed in white? He's well aware of
the prophecy, and he claims to be the bishop dressed in
Pope Francis white.
So I’m wondering, maybe he will be martyred. I have often questioned
what is the False Prophet's role after the Antichrist takes over the
Vatican? What would be his role? It's very possible he will be murdered,
at least that's what Dana Coverstone's dream may be indicating and I’m
not saying that for sure.
Now it could be any winter but Dana Coverstone's dreams have usually
come true within three to four months, and I think it's very possible that
we'll see the bishop dressed in white martyred this winter. Okay let's look
at the next slide I’ve got here.
“He was flying down close enough; just imagine a fly buzzing over
your head and your hand would come up. The white dragon didn't
move and it cried out with a loud roar and the blue dragon came
flying closer to the red dragon. So it's the red dragon who roared
out, the blue dragon comes flying close, and together they
approach this sleeping white dragon. Both dragons had rope and
like chains in their talons and they tied up the white dragon who
never woke up, he never moved.”
That white dragon just laid there carefully, quietly and didn't do a
thing. And the people around on the ground area continued to beg
for help but the white dragon lay still. They were actually yelling
‘wake up, wake up’. They were trying to get him to wake up and
nothing was happening. He didn't even open an eye. He was
unaware of anything that was going on.”
Well we see that today. How many of us are saying the same thing to
the Catholic Church, “Wake up, wake up”?
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Archbishop Viganò

I mean this channel we've been saying it for a
long time. Michael Voris, Return to Tradition,
Sensus Fidelium, Archbishop Viganò; they're all
over YouTube and they're all saying the same
thing, and that is to wake up. So I think Dana
Coverstone is right on target here as far as the
fate of the Catholic Church in these End Times.
Okay let's look at the next slide:

“And then the red and blue dragons began to work together to
finish securing that sleeping dragon which also seemed to have
grown in size by about 10 times. The sleeping giant was now
muzzled. He was tied to the ground and the wings had been clipped
so this dragon could never fly again. The white dragon began to
shake but he could not move and the eyes bulged almost getting
red and where the wings had been that the shaking made a sound
like sheet metal being twisted in a storm.”
So this defeat of the Catholic Church is pretty overwhelming because
Dana says the white dragon will never fly again. In other words we'll
never be spiritually pure or correct. The dogma, the faith will have been
lost in other words. And it's an interesting side note here that Dana says
that the white dragon increased in size by 10 times. Well the Catholic
Church from its beginnings did increase greatly in size, to the point that
the Catholic Church is now the largest Christian denomination on the
planet, so that is an accurate prophecy.
The king fulfils that prophecy also. The king and the kingdom grew but
all you have to do is to look at Pope Bergoglio and know that he has also
increased. I wouldn't say 10 times in size, but he has certainly gained a
lot of weight since his seminary days. And it's interesting that Dana
Coverstone notes that the white dragon has gained in size. It's true. The
next slide:
“The blue dragon sat down beside the muzzled giant, and
whispered in his ear, ‘finished and done, you are, you are’. The
white dragon shook himself against the restraints but finally gave
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up. He shed several tears and enclosed his eyes that were still
bulging. Almost as if the pressure from being tied up was so tight
his eyes were bulging. And then under the muzzle he took a deep
breath. Smoke came out of his nostrils and the people he had
helped began to spit on him and walk away in disgust.”
Well we see that too. The media, you suppose they're letting up on the
Catholic Church? Of course not. Their attacks on the Catholic Church
are increasing. You see more and more desecrations of
Catholic Churches, statues, graffiti etc. They are spitting
on the white dragon, just as Dana Coverstone predicts
here. As the Catholic Church was dying, the people are
kicking a dying horse, and Dana Coverstone is right on,
and so was my interpretation that this white dragon does
represent the False Prophet and the Catholic Church.
Okay let's look at the next slide. We're almost near the
end everybody.
“The red dragon walked up with the blue dragon and they laughed
at the corpse. As they started to fly off, the red dragon put a leash
on the blue dragon and the blue dragon looked back and snarled as
the red dragon just kind of winked and said, right back to where we
started. And they took flight with the red dragon leading the way
and the blue dragon flying behind and the snow began falling on
the mountains like a blizzard scene.”
That's kind of interesting. This death of the Catholic Church evidently is
going to have repercussions in nature, and I think that's what's indicated
by the blizzard. And Jesus said there would be earthquakes in diverse
places and that's exactly what we're seeing; volcanoes, earthquakes,
tsunamis, tornadoes. We had quite a few tornadoes here in Iowa just
this past week, and of course the huge one across Kentucky what was it
200 miles long. I think it set some kind of record as the longest in
American history. These are signs that the Catholic Church is dead.
And it's interesting that in this image, that of the blue and the red dragon,
that the red dragon put a leash on the blue dragon. That means Satan
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has full control over the Antichrist. So far all these details in Dana's
dream seem to be panning out. Okay next section:
“As I watched the dragons fly away, my focus
came back on the mountains in the background
and that was when I saw the man I see, walking
towards me with a walking stick in both of his
hands. He had a walking stick in each hand. He
was wearing the outfit of a soldier prepared for
battle and he had a military backpack on his back
with the straps around both arms. He stopped right
in front of me. He pointed to the sky with his hand
almost as if he was saying look at the sky, look at
this vast expanse. Look at the horizon.”
As I mentioned before this vast expanse indicates the entire planet, so
this prophecy is for the entire world, specifically for the Catholic Church,
specifically for America but also for the entire world. The Man in White in
most of Dana's dreams symbolizes usually Jesus; Almighty God;
although Dana never identifies him as Jesus. He indicates that he's
divine and has divine powers and when he comments, he seems to
indicate this is Jesus.
But what did the two sticks symbolize? Okay people you in my WFRN
audience, I’m sure you know what the two sticks symbolize, that the Man
in White was using as he approached Dana Coverstone, but let me
know. I will tell you what the two sticks symbolize for those of you who
can't figure it out. Let’s see the next slide:
“Then he said, ‘Get ready for a fight with those coming from above
and know that the fire in you will be necessary. Astute discernment
you must use and fully armoured you must be.’ He then rolled up
his sleeves and shifted the backpack from his back and he took it
off his back with one arm and he held the backpack in front of him
with his right arm and he started walking back towards the
mountain. As he walked away I realized both walking sticks were
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laying there on the ground in front of me and so the dream ended
with him just looking up in the sky very, very intently.”
So I’m sure you have figured out by now what the two walking sticks
represent. Cherie Goff of course did not have a clue. I don't blame her
on this one. And remember God, the Man in White tells Dana to prepare
for a fight. All he leaves him are these two walking sticks. So these
walking sticks must be his weapons, but he has also said that the fight
comes from above, that means it's a spiritual battle.
Now you people who watch this
channel, you already know that
the two stakes that God leaves
Dana represents Mary's Rosary
and scapular. Now of course
you're going to need astute
discernment, as the Man in White
said, to understand that.
It's the same symbology in the Bible where David defeats Goliath. David
has two weapons; the five smooth pebbles of which he only needed one.
The five smooth pebbles as I’ve mentioned many times on this program,
represents Mary's Rosary. The shepherd's sling represents Mary's
scapular; the same two sticks that we are to take up against the
Antichrist and his minions and Satan. That's how we will defeat them.
We are prophesied to defeat them. We are the seed of the woman. The
woman defeats Satan and we defeat the seed of those. The seed of the
woman defeats the seed of the serpent who is the Antichrist.
Please notice that he did not leave his military backpack. Notice that?
The man takes off his backpack, the military backpack and he shifts it
around in front of him. He doesn't even let Dana see it as he's walking
away from him. He walks away and he holds the backpack out in front of
him, so the Dana doesn't even see the military backpack, and that's
because this is not a military battle. Almighty God is making it very clear
here, that he's got to use those two sticks. He can't use the military to
fight here and I’ve been saying that on here. How long have I been
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saying this on here? You can't take on the Deep State. They have been
appointed.
Now Dana doesn't mention this on here, but both the Antichrist and the
False Prophet are appointed by God Himself, so we can't take them on.
We can't. We're going against God's will if we do. We use the weapons
that God has given us, and that is Mary's Rosary and scapula.
Now I know most people are not even supposed to understand what
those two sticks represent. That's because they're not going to survive
into the Millennium. I do think however that the Dana Coverstone is
going to be converted. I would not be surprised, certainly after the
warning.
I think a lot of Protestants will be converted. That's what Kim Clement
says. He called the woman Esther. He said to ‘Say yes to Esther’.
Remember in that amazing prophecy that he received? That was a
vision I think. And both Kim Clement and Dana Coverstone here in this
amazing “Three Dragons” Dream is verifying how we will defeat Satan
and his Antichrist. In other words how we, in the remnant white dragon
which Dana doesn't get into that, but we are the stone cut from the
mountain. I think both the white dragon and the white mountain
symbolize the Catholic Church. We are the stone cut from the mountain.
And well I think you all understand fully what's going on, at least on my
third eagle my WFRN Rosary channel, you all understand.
So until I do see all of you again, may God bless all of you and may all of
you have a very blessed evening.
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